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Abstract. Agile practices have become the norm in the software development industry to defeat
the shortcomings of the Waterfall model. It encourages an innovative and iterative way of
working that empowers the teams to be more self-organized and work more closely with their
customers. As companies around the world are more and more mature in using Agile, studies
show that the most common benefits generated by this way of working are: increased efficiency,
improved customer collaboration, better predictability, less technical errors and higher team
motivation. My comprehensive studies on the agile way of working helped me identify a list of
essential practices that teams should use to reach each one of the benefits mentioned before.
While Agile is more prevalent in specific places in the world, there are still counties that are
not that mature in applying it. The purpose of my paper is to present the level of adoption of
the most common agile practices in Romania and their potential benefits. The study focuses on
the software development industry, and it is based on the results of a survey with 200
respondents coming from different IT companies.
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1. Introduction
In the traditional waterfall methodology, teams used to develop products sequentially: analysts
created the whole design upfront, and they wrote down the functional and technical
specifications. After this first part, developers started to build the product; then, testers were
looking for potential errors, and after they finished all these steps, the client could use and
validate it. Nevertheless, with technology developing so fast, we do not have the luxury
anymore to spend a lot of time and resources on building products that may become archaic by
the time somebody uses them.
Agile evolved as a response to all these challenges. Starting with The Manifesto for Agile
Software Development [1], the agile method came up as a set of values and principles that
highlight the essence of collaboration, adaptability, and customer-centricity. Instead of
working in sequences all the time, Agile encourages an iterative and experimental approach.
We start by building a minimum viable product, and we let that product evolve based on the
feedback that we receive from the customers. This way, we eliminate the waste from our
processes and become more flexible when dealing with changing priorities.
Many practices emerged based on agile values and principles. We use some of them to become
more customer-centric or to improve our efficiency and predictability, or it may be to improve
the quality of our results. Since motivated individuals are the basis of an agile way of working,
some practices also focus on that.
My paper describes how the agile way of working affected the software development industry
and which is the level of adoption of the most common agile practices in Romania.
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2. Research method
The foundation of my study is represented by:
 consulting books, case studies, surveys, and scientific articles
 a survey that provided me with valuable insights regarding the current Agile adoption in
Romania and its benefits. The survey had 200 respondents working in 11 different software
development companies, having different roles: Developer, Scrum Master, Product Owner,
Agile consultant, manager, director, and others; respondents ages vary between 28 – 55
years;
 I run the survey during 5 months, between March 2019 – July 2019 and it was filled online,
via Typeform tool;
 the size and agile maturity of these companies are described in Figures 1 and 2;

Figure 1. Size of the companies – Number of employees

Figure 2. Agile maturity of the companies - Years





my experience exchange activities with other agile practitioners consolidate my
research: events organized by Meetup.com, communities of practice;
my three and a half years of working experience as an Agile transformation coach in a
software development company help me understand the theoretical concepts and how to
apply them;
participating in Agile and Lean training sessions and gaining certifications like Scrum
Master, Product Owner, Kanban System Designer, Kanban Management Professional,
SAFe Agilist.
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3. Results
The Agile way of working had a positive impact on most of our respondents. The generated
benefits are described below in Figure 3.
The most significant improvements are on the efficiency level since 91% of the respondents
think that it improved or just started to grow lately. Agility had proven its lowest impact on
team motivation since only 60% of the respondents notice improvements in this area.

Figure 3. Benefits generated by the agile way of working

My analyses helped me understand which are the most common agile practices that usually
lead to these benefits. The second part of the study explores how popular these practices are in
Romania.

Figure 4. Practices that influence customer satisfaction

As we can see in Figure 4, in an agile environment, the Product Owner plays a vital role, since
he is the person that collaborates with the stakeholders all the time to understand their needs
and adjust the requirements according to their feedback. Almost 90% of the respondents are
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part of agile teams, where the Product Owner discusses with the stakeholders at least a few
times per month.
In addition, 80% of respondents use to adapt their list of tasks at least a few times per month
according to the customers changing desires, and a similar number of respondents discuss and
refine their requirements in a collaborative way, on the team level.

Figure 5. Practices that influence efficiency

While the product owner role is crucial to increase the customers’ satisfaction, the Scrum
Master/Agile facilitator role concentrates on improving team efficiency. We can see, in Figure
5, that more than 90% of respondents think that the Scrum Master is the impediment remover,
which helps the team to deal with bottlenecks and facilitate a smooth flow of work.
On the other hand, practices like work in progress limits, and waiting time transparency are not
that used. Being specific to Kanban methodology, these practices are great for improving the
efficiency of the flow, but it seems that they are not that common for the Romanian companies.
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Figure 6. Practices that influence predictability

The predictability of the results is a crucial aspect in an agile environment, especially when
using the most common agile methodology – Scrum.
As described in Figure 6, agile teams empirically plan their work, considering their previous
velocity. In addition, they try to slice the tasks in smaller pieces that generate value for the
customers, enabling fast feedback loops.

Figure 7. Practices that influence the quality of results

Since the agile teams deliver faster, in an incremental way, they also discover problems faster.
To avoid the accumulation of technical errors, they try to fix them immediately and sustainably
build the product in the long term. In addition, 90% of the respondents use a Continuous
Delivery Pipeline as an excellent practice to deliver faster and reduce the potential errors from
their work. Figure 7 presents the level of usage of some agile practices which are meant to
improve the quality of the results.

Figure 8. Practices that influence team motivation

From my point of view, the practices displayed in Figure 8 are essential to boost team
motivation, and we should consider them all the time. We can see that they are used all the
time by only 20 -30 % of our respondents. Having a sense of purpose, clear expectations, and
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the autonomy to decide how to meet them should be the norm in the agile way of working. All
of these practices are highly correlated with our mindset, and, as far as we can see, there is still
room for improvement.
5. Conclusions
Analyzing the results of my survey, I can say that the Romanian IT companies also use most
of the standard Agile practices. The most significant benefit generated by agile adoption seems
to be the increased efficiency of the team. For that, the most common practice used by
Romanian teams is to have a specific role – Scrum Master – to help them eliminate the
bottlenecks from the system. Agility also had a significant positive impact on customer
satisfaction. For that, teams have a specific role – Product Owner – that collaborates with the
stakeholders a few times per month or more to understand their needs. The predictability of the
teams improved also, and teams managed to do that mostly by making decisions based on
historical data, rather than theoretical assumptions. In a more technical direction, we also notice
an improvement in the quality of the work. For that, the most common agile practice is to
implement a Continuous Delivery Pipeline. Agility had the lowest impact on team motivation.
We can see that there is still room for improvement regarding the adoption of the standard agile
practices used to influence that: self-organization, a sense of purpose, and recurrent inspect &
adapt sessions.
While introducing some specific agile roles in the way of working seems to generate significant
benefits for the agile teams, there are still some sections that need to be improved. These
sections are more related to the agile mindset than to the agile process and require more time
to be perfected.
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